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Multi-Vehicle Conflict Management With Status and
Intent Sharing Under Time Delays
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Abstract—This paper discusses conflict analysis for multiple ve-
hicles possessing different automation levels. Two different classes
of cooperation, enabled by vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communi-
cation, are considered: status-sharing and intent-sharing. Status
sharing allows vehicles to exchange their instantaneous states with
each other (e.g., current velocity and position), whereas intent
sharing also enables information exchange regarding the future
motion of vehicles (e.g., velocity and acceleration bounds). We
consider two types of time delays, one in vehicle dynamics and
the other in V2X communication. Using reachability theory, our
conflict analysis framework interprets the information encoded in
the wireless messages pertaining to the two different cooperation
classes by means of conflict charts. These charts allow for efficient
and reliable on-board decision making and control design for a
connected automated ego vehicle which interacts with multiple
connected remote vehicles when carrying out different maneuvers.
We quantify the effects of time delays in a mixed-autonomy traffic
environment and unveil the benefits of intent information. Utilizing
real highway data, we use numerical simulations to validate the
extended conflict management framework.

Index Terms—Conflict analysis, connected and automated
vehicles, V2X communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

COOPERATIVE maneuvering of traffic participants may
involve conflicts when their spatio-temporal paths become

adequately close. Without timely detection and appropriate man-
agement, a conflict may danger the safety of individual vehicles
and compromise the traffic flow efficiency. Envisioning a fully
automated environment, earlier results show that vehicle-to-
everything (V2X) communication can facilitate a cooperative
conflict management, where vehicles seek agreements on their
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future trajectories via maneuver coordination messages [1], [2],
[3]. Various control techniques can then be applied to real-
ize such cooperative maneuvers, such as optimal control [4],
[5], [6], virtual platooning [7], and reachability analysis [8],
[9], [10].

On the other hand, it is becoming clear that the forthcoming
decades will witness an evolution dominated by the so-called
mixed traffic environment, in which agents with different au-
tomation degrees and cooperation capabilities coexist [11], [12].
Recent studies started to put increasing attention on conflict
resolution in such scenarios. In [13] safe maneuver of the ego
vehicle is realized by computing a library of the so-called robust
controlled invariant sets offline, while online estimating other
vehicles’ driving intentions by solving a linear programming
problem. In [14] a reachable set-based trajectory prediction of
road participants is proposed for provably safe motion planning,
where the ego vehicle relies on on-board sensors without V2X
communication, and the uncertainties of the future evolution of
the environment are considered. Other methods such as game
theory [15], model predictive control [16], and reinforcement
learning [17] were also used for decision making and action
planning of automated vehicles when interacting with human-
controlled agents, especially in scenarios such as lane changes,
roundabouts, and merges. However, many of these works suffer
from limited scalability and heavy computational load due to the
curse of dimensionality.

Focusing on a mixed autonomy environment, a frame-
work named as conflict analysis was established in our prior
works [18], [19], [20] for conflict resolution between two vehi-
cles. The analysis was scaled up to accommodate more than two
vehicles in [21]. In these studies, V2X-enabled status sharing
and intent sharing were considered as means to prevent conflict.
In status-sharing cooperation a connected vehicle can transmit
its current measured state (e.g., GPS position and velocity). Stan-
dardized examples of status-sharing communication include
Basic Safety Messages (BSMs) [22] and Cooperative Awareness
Messages (CAMs) [23]. Intent-sharing cooperation involves a
connected vehicle directly sharing its future motion informa-
tion, for instance, the velocity and acceleration ranges for the
near future [11]. With intent information, a connected vehicle
can achieve a better prediction about its future environment,
which benefits its decision making capabilities. However, in
these works, a perfect communication neglecting packet drops
and information delays was assumed, and a simplified vehicle
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Fig. 1. Potential conflict scenario in a cooperative maneuver between three
vehicles. (a)-(b) Ego vehicle 0’s view from its front and rear cameras when per-
forming a lane change between the remote vehicles 1 and 2. (c) model showing
the general scenario. Here, the front and rear conflict zones are highlighted by
rectangles with red shadings.

dynamics model was used without considering computation and
actuation delays.

Prior studies have shown that time delay has significant influ-
ence on the performance of connected and automated vehicles,
with most research efforts focusing on vehicle platooning sce-
narios [24], [25], [26]. For example, time delay can contribute
to the instability of vehicular chains, causing congestion and
even accidents. A sizable amount of control strategies were also
proposed to compensate the effects of time delay and to optimize
vehicle’s performance, including predictor feedback [27] and
data-based real-time optimization [28]. However, there exists a
clear gap in the literature about how time delay affects conflict
resolution, especially, in a mixed traffic environments in which
vehicles possessing different cooperation capabilities and au-
tomation degrees interact with each other.

This study generalizes the framework of multi-vehicle conflict
analysis while systematically investigating the effects of delays
in both vehicle dynamics and communications, considering
both status-sharing and intent-sharing cooperation. Fig. 1(a)–(b)
illustrate a cooperative maneuvering scenario where conflicts
may arise. Here, a connected ego vehicle attempts to change to
the right lane to move between two connected remote vehicles.
To perform a lane change, the following two steps are needed
for the ego vehicle: (i) keep its current lane and create adequate
longitudinal distances from the two remote vehicles; (ii) change
its lateral position to enter the target lane. In this paper, we focus
on the first step, while assuming the second step is conducted
by lateral motion planning and control modules after the ego
vehicle secures sufficient relative distances. We represent the
safe distance buffers between the vehicles by two conflict zones
attached to the remote vehicles (red rectangles in Fig. 1). To
ensure a conflict-free maneuver, the ego vehicle must not overlap
with either of these conflict zones before initiating the lateral
move. Note that the size and shape of conflict zones can vary
depending on the traffic and road conditions.

As shown in Fig. 2, we consider two types of time delays
in the system. On one hand, communication delay (highlighted
by green shading) is associated with generating and compiling
the V2X messages on the remote vehicles, transmitting these
messages, and pre-processing the received data on the ego
vehicle. On the other hand, time delay in the dynamics of the

Fig. 2. Time delays in the ego vehicle’s dynamics and in the V2X communi-
cation between ego and remote vehicles.

ego vehicle (indicated by red shading) results from on-board
computation time, and from the actuation time in the powertrain
and braking systems.

While incorporating these time delays, this paper resolves
conflicts from the ego vehicle’s viewpoint. Using reachability
analysis, we propose a scalable method to calculate numerically
the so-called no-conflict, uncertain, and conflict sets, which
partition the state space into different domains with regard
to conflict prevention. This enables fast and reliable decision
making and control of the ego vehicle to guarantee conflict-free
maneuvers. We study the effects of time delays on conflict
prevention, and show that the information of intent substantially
improves the decision and performance of the ego vehicle.
Moreover, we propose a so-called goal-oriented controller to
guarantee conflict-free maneuvers under time delays. This type
of controller provides the designers with the freedom in choosing
appropriate “goal state” to realize desired performance accord-
ing to different design metrics (e.g., time and energy efficiencies,
robustness). The extended framework of conflict analysis and the
designed controller are demonstrated by utilizing real highway
traffic data.

This paper extends our preliminary results published in the
conference paper [21], compared to which, the following contri-
butions are made in this study: (i) we generalize the multi-vehicle
conflict analysis framework to accommodate time delays exist-
ing in both vehicle dynamics and V2X communication; (ii) we
systematically quantify the effects of time delays on conflict
in mixed autonomy environments, while revealing the benefits
of intent sharing cooperation, (iii) we develop goal-oriented
controller under time delays and demonstrate its applicability
with real data.

The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way.
In Section II, we mathematically construct the dynamic models
of vehicles and provide details on the communication between
vehicles. In Section III, we build conflict analysis with status
sharing while investigating the effects of time delays. Conflict
analysis is then extended in Section IV under intent sharing.
In Section V, we design goal-oriented controller and present
simulations using real traffic data. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper and lays out future research opportunities.

II. MODELING VEHICLE DYNAMICS AND COMMUNICATION

Fig. 1(a)–(b) show the scenario we consider in this paper,
where the ego vehicle 0 intends to perform a lane change between
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS VALUES USED IN THE PAPER

the remote vehicles 1 and 2. For such maneuver, as previously
stated, our analysis focuses on the step (i), i.e., on vehicle 0
creating appropriate longitudinal distances before starting its
lateral motion. In order to prevent conflicts, the minimum front
and rear gaps represented by the lengths of conflict zones, sF
and sR, must be secured by the ego vehicle. Here, to high-
light the main idea of conflict analysis, we adopt a reasonable
simplification by using sF and sR of constant values, as given
in Table I. Such simplification is appropriate considering the
limited speed domains in scenarios of normal highway driving,
while the results in this paper can be extended to cases where sF
and sR are not constant. The general model is shown in Fig. 1(c)
where r0, r1 and r2 denote the vehicles’ front bumper positions,
and v0, v1 and v2 denote the vehicles’ longitudinal velocities.

We describe the vehicles’ longitudinal dynamics below, with
the aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance neglected:

ṙ0(t) = v0(t), v̇0(t) = sat(u0(t− σ)),

ṙi(t) = vi(t), v̇i(t) = sat(ui(t)), i = 1, 2. (1)

where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time t, and
u0,u1 andu2 are the control inputs. The limits of acceleration are
modeled by the saturation function sat(·). For v ∈ (vmin, vmax),
one has

sat(u) = max {min{u, amax}, amin} . (2)

For v = vmin, one shall substituteamin with 0, because the vehicle
does not decelerate; for v = vmax, one shall substitute amax with
0, since the vehicle does not accelerate. We remark that the values
of acceleration and velocity limits depend on the road conditions
and driving scenarios. Here we use limits corresponding to the
typical driving behaviors on highways, with the assumption that
the ego vehicle has the knowledge about their values; see Table I.

Note that the analysis in this paper can be carried out with
different parameter values, as demonstrated in simulations in
Section V. We use σ to denote the time delay in the ego
vehicle’s dynamics, which comes from its on-board computation
for decision making and control, and its powertrain and braking
system; see the red-shaded part in Fig. 2. Note that delays in
the dynamics of remote vehicles are not explicitly included in
their models, representing the ego vehicle’s limited knowledge
about remote vehicles’ dynamics. Still, as will be shown further
below, our analysis implicitly handles the potential delays in the
remote vehicles’ dynamics.

We consider that the vehicles can use messages pertaining
to two classes of cooperation via V2X communication: status
sharing and intent sharing. In case of status sharing, the remote
vehicles transmit their current positions r1, r2 and velocities v1,
v2. When the ego vehicle receives these messages, it can use the

information for decision making and determining the control
input u0. In case of intent sharing, the remote vehicles share
information about their future trajectory, such as the range of
speed and acceleration in addition to their current state. This
allows the ego vehicle to obtain a better prediction of the future
state of the vehicles. Note that we do not have control over the
remote vehicles’ motions, i.e., cannot prescribe inputs u1 and
u2.

As highlighted by the green shading in Fig. 2, time delay exists
in the communication between the remote and ego vehicles due
to on-board sensing, and the transmission, propagation, and
processing of V2X data packets. This type of delay is often
referred to as communication latency. That is, the status and
intent messages received by the ego vehicle contain delayed
information of the remote vehicles. We use τ1 and τ2 to denote
the communication delays of remote vehicles 1 and 2. For in-
stance, the status messages received by the ego vehicle from the
remote vehicles at a given time t contain r1(t− τ1), v1(t− τ1),
r2(t− τ2), and v2(t− τ2). We assume that the values of τ1 and
τ2 are known to the ego vehicle based on the GPS time stamps
of the messages. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
ego vehicle receives the V2X messages synchronously from both
remote vehicles. The moment when the ego vehicle first receives
a pair of status packets is defined as the system’s initial time.

The vehicles’ relative distances are defined as

h10 :=r1−r0−l, h02 :=r0−r2−l, h12 :=r1−r2−l, (3)

where h10 and h02 denote the front and rear gaps between the
ego vehicle 0 and remote vehicles 1 and 2, respectively, and
h12 denotes the total gap between the two remote vehicles; see
Fig. 1(c). These gaps are signed bumper-to-bumper distances,
where all three vehicles are assumed to have length l. Notice
that h12 = h10 + h02 + l ≥ 0 since we assume the remote ve-
hicle 2 to be always traveling behind vehicle 1, which yields
h10 + h02 ≥ −l. Because of the critical role of relative distances
(3) in lane change maneuvers, the state of the system (1) is
defined as

x := [h10, h02, v0, v1, v2]
� ∈ Ω, (4)

with the domain Ω given by

Ω := {[h10, h02]
� ∈ R2|h10 + h02 ≥ −l}×[vmin,0, vmax,0]

×[vmin,1, vmax,1]×[vmin,2, vmax,2]. (5)

In summary, so far we have established models for vehicle
dynamics and communication. In the following sections we will
carry out conflict analysis on these models.

III. CONFLICT ANALYSIS WITH STATUS-SHARING

This section establishes conflict analysis with status-sharing.
We first provide a rigorous description of conflict using formal
logic. Then we develop a method based on reachability analysis
to construct disjoint sets in state space with distinct qualitative
behaviors in terms of conflict prevention. In addition, we study
the effects of delays, appearing in the dynamics and in commu-
nication, on conflict resolution.
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Recall that to prevent conflict, the ego vehicle must secure
the required relative distances before changing lanes in between
the two remote vehicles. Such a conflict-free condition can be
formalized by the proposition

P := {∃t ≥ 0, h10(t) ≥ sF ∧ h02(t) ≥ sR}, (6)

where we use the symbol ∧ (and). Proposition P can be further
decomposed into three cases:

i) No-conflict case: ego vehicle 0 is able to prevent conflict
independent of the motion of remote vehicles 1 and 2.

ii) Uncertain case: ego vehicle 0 may be able to prevent
conflict depending on the motion of remote vehicles 1
and 2.

iii) Conflict case: ego vehicle 0 is not able to prevent conflict
independent of the motion of remote vehicles 1 and 2.

These cases correspond to three pairwise disjoint sets in the
state space Ω of system (1). Namely, we define

Pg :={x(0) ∈ Ω|∀u1(t), ∀u2(t), ∃u0(t), P}, (7)

Py :={x(0) ∈ Ω|(∃u1(t), ∃u2(t), ∀u0(t),¬P )∧
(∃u1(t), ∃u2(t), ∃u0(t), P )}, (8)

Pr :={x(0) ∈ Ω|∀u1(t), ∀u2(t), ∀u0(t),¬P}, (9)

where the symbol ¬ means negation, and u0(t), u1(t), and
u2(t) are functions of time t ≥ 0. These sets are referred to
as no-conflict set, uncertain set, and conflict set, respectively.
The corresponding domains are visualized in the state space Ω
with green, yellow, and red colors in the remaining of the paper,
and therefore, we use “g,” “y,” and “r” as subscripts. Note that
the definition (8) contains two predicates which negate those of
(7) and (9), i.e.,

(∃u1, ∃u2, ∀u0,¬P ) ⇐⇒ ¬(∀u1, ∀u2, ∃u0, P ), (10)

(∃u1, ∃u2, ∃u0, P ) ⇐⇒ ¬(∀u1, ∀u2, ∀u0,¬P ). (11)

Therefore, the sets Pg, Py, and Pr are indeed pairwise disjoint,
and Pg ∪ Py ∪ Pr = Ω.

A. Conflict Analysis With Time Delay in Dynamics

In this subsection, we develop theorems for conflict analysis
considering time delay in the ego vehicle’s dynamics while
assuming zero communication delays for both remote vehicles.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the sets Pg, Py, and Pr in (h10, h02)-
plane for delays σ = 0 [s] and σ = 0.5 [s] in the ego vehi-
cle’s dynamics, respectively, while considering the velocities
(v0, v1, v2) = (27, 29, 28) [m/s]. The domain outside the set Ω
is left blank; cf. (5). These are referred to as conflict charts, and
their derivations are discussed further below. Given the current
vehicle status the conflict charts can be used to determine the
possibility of conflict-free lane change in the future. Notice that
for any finite delay σ in the ego vehicle’s dynamics, we have
Pr = ∅ if the parameters of behavior limits satisfy the condition

(vmax,1>vmin,2)∧(vmax,0>vmin,2)∧(vmin,0<vmax,1), (12)

cf. parameters in Table I. This condition enables the remote
vehicles to create sufficiently large distance between them (if

Fig. 3. Conflict charts in (h10, h02)-plane under the indicated values
of delay σ in the ego vehicle’s dynamics and communication delay
τ1 = τ2 = τ . (a) For velocities (v0(0), v1(0), v2(0)) = (27, 29, 28) [m/s]
without delays. (b) For the same velocities as (a) with delay σ and
control input history u0(t) = 0 [m/s2], t ∈ [−σ, 0]. (c) For velocities
(v0(0), v

est
1 (0), vest

2 (0)) = (27, 26.7, 28.85) [m/s]with communication delay
τ , where vest

1 (0), vest
2 (0) are estimated based on Theorem 2. (d) For the same

velocities as (c) with both delays σ and τ .

vehicle 1 speeds up and vehicle 2 decelerates), such that the
ego vehicle can eventually perform a conflict-free lane change.
Therefore, our focus will be the sets Pg and Py throughout the
rest of this subsection. We remark that if a maneuver needs to
be completed within certain time deadline, then Pr = ∅ may no
longer hold and additional investigation on Pr is needed. This is
left for future work.

Next we introduce a method to check whether a given initial
state x(0) is located in the set Pg or in the set Py. One may
construct these sets by examining each state in the state space
Ω, but it is not necessary to compute them on-board. Instead,
once receiving the latest V2X information, the ego vehicle only
needs to determine which set the current system state belongs
to. At the initial time, if h10(0) ≥ sF ∧ h02(0) ≥ sR holds,
then x(0) ∈ Pg holds immediately since the required front and
rear gaps are already formed. Otherwise, it becomes necessary
to examine whether the proposition P in (6) holds for some
t > 0, while taking into account the ego and remote vehicles’
all possible future trajectories. The following Lemma states
that the remote vehicles’ behavior limits shall be used to check
x(0) ∈ Pg.

Lemma 1: For any given initial state x(0) ∈ Ω, the following
relationship holds:

{∀u1(t), ∀u2(t), ∃u0(t), P} ⇐⇒ {(u1(t), u2(t))

≡ (amin,1, amax,2), ∃u0(t), ∃t ∈ T, h10(t)≥sF∧ h02(t)≥sR},
(13)
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Fig. 4. Opportunity set Γ for the indicated values of time delays with: (a)-(d) initial states corresponding to point A (h10(0), h02(0)) = (63, 4) [m]

and point B (h10(0), h02(0)) = (3, 52) [m] in Fig. 3(a)–(b); (e)-(h) estimated initial states under communication delays corresponding to point Ã
(hest

10(0), h
est
02(0)) = (62.43, 3.79) [m] and point B̃ (hest

10(0), h
est
02(0)) = (2.43, 51.79) [m] in Fig. 3(c)–(d).

where T = {t ≥ 0|h12(t) ≥ sF + sR + l}.
Proof: See Appendix A. �
Here, T represents the time interval during which the total

gap between the two remote vehicles is large enough for the
ego vehicle to form the required front and rear gaps, assuming
the remote vehicles’ worst-case behaviors given by their input
limits. Combining (7) and (13), Lemma 1 suggests that to
prevent conflict independent of remote vehicles’ behaviors, the
ego vehicle must form the front and rear gaps within the time
interval T . Thus, checking x(0) ∈ Pg is equivalent to checking
the existences of an input u0(t) for t ≥ 0 and a time t ∈ T
such that h10(t) ≥ sF ∧ h02(t) ≥ sR holds under the remote
vehicles’ worst-case behaviors. Note that with delay σ in the
dynamics, control input assigned to the ego vehicle only “kicks
in” after σ time. Therefore, the motion of the ego vehicle during
the time interval [0, σ] is determined by its control input history,
i.e., u0(t), t ∈ [−σ, 0]. Also notice that the consideration of
remote vehicles’ worst-case behaviors in Lemma 1 represents
the most adversarial scenario even under the potential delays in
their dynamics. This conservatism implicitly includes the effects
of the remote vehicles’ unknown delays in their dynamics and the
unknown control input histories. We remark that our analysis can
be adapted to the case where the ego vehicle has the knowledge
about the remote vehicles’ delays in the dynamics and their
corresponding control input histories, which will lead to less
conservative results.

Now we are ready to state a theorem that allows us to deter-
mine whether conflict-free maneuvers are possible based on the
behavioral limits of the ego vehicle and of the remote vehicles.
More precisely, the Theorem below gives a reachability-based
criterion to check x(0) ∈ Pg.

Theorem 1: Given the dynamics (1)–(2) and the initial state
x(0) ∈ Ω, x(0) ∈ Pg holds if and only if the condition

Γ :=
⋃
t∈T

[sR, δ(t)] ∩
⋃
t∈T

Rh02
(t) �= ∅, (14)

is satisfied under (u1(t), u2(t)) ≡ (amin,1, amax,2), where
δ(t)=h12(t)− sF − l, Rh02

(t)=[hmin
02 (t), hmax

02 (t)], and the
analytical forms of δ(t), hmin

02 (t), and hmax
02 (t) are given in

Appendix B.
Proof: See Appendix C. �
Here the set

⋃
t∈T [sR, δ(t)] ⊆ T × R contains the time t and

the rear gap values h02 such that the conflict-free condition
h10(t) ≥ sF ∧ h02(t) ≥ sR holds under the remote vehicles’
worst-case behaviors, while ignoring the ego vehicle’s motion
capability; see the orange shaded region in Fig. 4(a). Note
that δ(t) ≥ sR defines the time interval T (cf. Lemma 1),
when an adequate gap exists between the remote vehicles
1 and 2. On the other hand, the set

⋃
t∈T Rh02

(t) ⊆ T × R
gives all rear gap values that the ego vehicle is able to reach
along the time interval T , which corresponds to the projec-
tion of the (space-time) reachable tube of system (1) onto
the (t, h02) domain; see the light purple shaded region in
Fig. 4(a). Note that for any given time t > 0, Rh02

(t) can
be described by a lower bound hmin

02 (t) and an upper bound
hmax
02 (t); see the blue and red curves in Fig. 4(a). They are cal-

culated using the input limits (u0(t), u2(t)) ≡ (amin,0, amax,2)
and (u0(t), u2(t)) ≡ (amax,0, amax,2) on t > 0, while consid-
ering the control input history u0(t) on t ∈ [−σ, 0]. Thus, the
intersection Γ of sets

⋃
t∈T [sR, δ(t)] and

⋃
t∈T Rh02

(t) defined
in (14) gives all feasible rear gaps and the corresponding times
when the ego vehicle can secure h10(t) ≥ sF ∧ h02(t) ≥ sR
independent of the remote vehicles’ behaviors; see the striped
region in Fig. 4(a). Such set Γ is referred to as opportu-
nity set, and the opportunity window it covers is denoted
by TΓ.

Note that since the ego vehicle has the knowledge of its own
control input history, it is sufficient to construct the opportunity
set Γ for the given history of u0(t) under delay σ. On the other
hand, to ensure that a conflict-free maneuver exists independent
of the ego vehicle’s control input history, the set Γ needs to be
constructed considering all possible histories, i.e., all functions
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u0(t), t ∈ [−σ, 0]. We remark that this is consistent with the
infinite-dimensional nature of time delay systems [29], [30], but
is outside the scope of this paper. We leave the corresponding
analysis for future work.

It is emphasized that using Theorem 1, checking x(0) ∈ Pg is
converted to examining the intersection of two analytically given
sets. This is implementable in real time by applying simple yet
efficient numerical algorithms. On the other hand, with more
detailed vehicle dynamics, analytical form of the set Rh02

(t)
may no longer be available. In this case reachable sets can still be
constructed using a plethora of approximation techniques [31].
The ego vehicle’s decision on its maneuver can be made based
on the opportunity set Γ. If Γ �= ∅, i.e., x(0) ∈ Pg, then conflict
is preventable, and the ego vehicle shall decide to pursue the
opportunity of changing the lane. If Γ = ∅, i.e., x(0) ∈ Py, then
a conflict-free lane change is not guaranteed. In such a scenario
the ego vehicle shall decide to stay in its current lane.

Having established the theoretical base for conflict analysis
under time delay σ, let us now investigate the effects of σ on
conflict resolution. Fig. 4(a)–(b) illustrate the opportunity sets
corresponding to the initial states given by points A and B in
the conflict chart in Fig. 3(a) without delay (σ = 0 [s]). Note
that in case A the ego vehicle is initially behind both remote
vehicles, while in case B the ego vehicle is initially in front of
them. For delay σ = 0.5 [s], the opportunity sets for initial states
A and B are constructed in Fig. 4(c)–(d) for the given control
input history u0(t) ≡ 0 on t ∈ [−σ, 0]; see also Fig. 3(b) for the
corresponding conflict chart. In fact, as delay σ in the dynamics
increases, the opportunity setΓ shrinks, independent of the given
initial state and control command history. This is summarized
in the following corollary.

Corollary 1.1: Given initial state x(0) ∈ Ω, let Γ and Γ̂, and
TΓ and T̂Γ be the opportunity sets and their time windows under
delays σ and σ̂ in the ego vehicle’s dynamics, such that σ ≤ σ̂.
Then, we have

Γ ⊇ Γ̂, TΓ ⊇ T̂Γ. (15)

Moreover, let Pg and P̂g, and Py and P̂y be the no-conflict sets
and uncertain sets corresponding to σ and σ̂. Then

Pg ⊇ P̂g, Py ⊆ P̂y. (16)

That is, the green no-conflict set shrinks whereas the yellow
uncertain set expands as delay σ increases. The relationship (15)
can be shown from the fact that larger delay in the dynamics leads
to smaller set Rh02

(t) in (14). The relationship (16) can then be
derived from (15) and Theorem 1.

The heat map shown in Fig. 5(a) quantifies the decrease of
the opportunity window ΔTΓ := |T̂Γ| − |TΓ| when delay in the
dynamics increases from 0 [s] to 0.5 [s]. Solid and dashed green
curves correspond to the boundaries between the no-conflict and
uncertain domains for σ = 0 [s] and σ = 0.5 [s] respectively.
Here, the norm | · | measures the length of one-dimensional
set. The stripped region corresponds to scenarios where the
no-conflict domain changed to the uncertain domain as the delay
in dynamics increased; see initial states represented by points
C and D. In this region the ego vehicle cannot be certain of

Fig. 5. (a) Heat map showing the decrease of opportunity window
ΔTΓ = |T̂Γ| − |TΓ| when delay in the ego vehicle’s dynamics increases
from σ = 0 [s] to σ = 0.5 [s]. (b) Opportunity window length evaluated
as a function of delay σ for initial state cases represented by points A-
D in Fig. 3(a)–(b), where (v0(0), v1(0), v2(0)) = (27, 29, 28) [m/s], and
A (h10(0), h02(0)) = (63, 4) [m], B (h10(0), h02(0)) = (3, 52) [m], C
(h10(0), h02(0)) = (52, 2) [m], and D (h10(0), h02(0)) = (−0.5, 43) [m].

a conflict-free lane change any more, and thus decides not to
undertake a lane change between the remote vehicles. In the
region where the decision of the ego vehicle remains to change
lane, the opportunity window still decreases; see the region
above the dashed green boundary.

Fig. 5(b) quantifies the opportunity window length |TΓ| while
varying delayσ in the dynamics for initial states A-D. The slopes
of the indicated segments on these curves being smaller than −1
reveals that the increase of delay in the dynamics can result in
significantly larger decrease of opportunity window for conflict-
free maneuvers. This contradicts an intuitive notion that every
0.1 [s] of delay results in 0.1 [s] degradation of the opportunity
window. The slope differences between cases A and B (and also
between cases C and D) result from the fact that the ego vehicle
was initially traveling slower than both remote vehicles. Thus,
the increase of delay σ impacts more opportunity of changing
lane from back (cases A and C) than changing lane from front
(cases B and D).

To summarize, so far we have developed an efficient method
for conflict analysis with time delay in vehicle dynamics via
Theorem 1. This allows us to quantify the effects of this de-
lay in terms of the degradation of opportunity window for a
conflict-free lane change. The established theory provides a basis
for further analysis under the communication time delays as
discussed in the subsection below.

B. Conflict Analysis With Time Delays in Communication

In this subsection, we extend conflict analysis to the case when
communication delays τ1 and τ2 exist in the status information
of the remote vehicles 1 and 2.
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At the initial time, the ego vehicle has access to its own
current status r0(0), v0(0), and the remote vehicles’ delayed
status r1(−τ1), v1(−τ1), r2(−τ2), and v2(−τ2). That is, the
exact initial state x(0) is no longer available to the ego vehicle,
and thus, checking x(0) ∈ Pg is not implementable. We remark,
however, that while the communication delays compromise the
ego vehicle’s awareness of the exact current state, the sets Pg,
Py, and Pr remain the same, still representing the ground truth
of conflict prevention based on state values; see definitions in
(7)–(9).

Since the ego vehicle has no knowledge about the actual
behaviors of the remote vehicles 1 and 2 during the past time
intervals [−τ1, 0) and [−τ2, 0), we modify the propositions
corresponding to no-conflict, uncertain, and conflict cases as

P̃g := (17)

{∀u1(t) on t≥−τ1, ∀u2(t) on t≥−τ2, ∃u0(t) on t≥0, P},
P̃y := (18)

{∃u1(t) on t≥−τ1,∃u2(t) on t≥−τ2,∀u0(t) on t≥0,¬P}∧
{∃u1(t) on t≥−τ1,∃u2(t) on t≥−τ2,∃u0(t) on t≥0,P},
P̃r :=

{∀u1(t) on t≥−τ1, ∀u2(t) on t≥−τ2, ∀u0(t) on t≥0,¬P},
(19)

cf. in (7)–(9). Note that independent of the given (delayed)
vehicle status, the parameter condition (12) still allows the
remote vehicles to form adequately large distance to eventually
enable a conflict-free lane change, which yields P̃r = false (and
thus, Pr = ∅ still holds). Therefore, we focus on propositions
P̃g and P̃y in the rest of this subsection.

The following Theorem reveals that by appropriately estimat-
ing the current state, the methodology introduced in the previous
subsection can be applied to determine if a conflict is preventable
under communication delays.

Theorem 2: Given the dynamics (1)–(2) and vehicle status
r0(0), v0(0), r1(−τ1), v1(−τ1), r2(−τ2), and v2(−τ2), the
following relationships hold:

P̃g ⇐⇒ xest(0) ∈ Pg, (20)

P̃y ⇐⇒ xest(0) ∈ Py, (21)

where xest(0) is the estimated initial state using u1(t) ≡ amin,1

for t ∈ [−τ1, 0) and u2(t) ≡ amax,2 for t ∈ [−τ2, 0).
Proof: See Appendix D. �
Theorem 2 suggests that under communication delays, con-

flict shall be reasoned about using the estimated initial state
xest(0), considering the remote vehicles’ worst-case behaviors
during the communication delay intervals. Theorem 1 can then
be applied to checkxest(0) ∈ Pg by constructing the opportunity
set using xest(0). This way, although the actual initial state x(0)
is unknown to the ego vehicle, x(0) ∈ Pg can be inferred by
checking xest(0) ∈ Pg since

xest(0) ∈ Pg =⇒ x(0) ∈ Pg. (22)

Note that the reverse direction in (22) does not hold, implying
the conservatism in estimating xest(0). On the other hand, as
discussed in the next section, this conservatism can be mitigated
when the intent information of remote vehicles is available.

In the rest of this paper, we use τ1 = τ2 = τ for simplic-
ity of presentation, but all results can be easily generalized
for τ1 �= τ2. Fig. 3(c)–(d) show conflict charts for the same
delay σ in the dynamics as Fig. 3(a)–(b), but with communi-
cation delays τ1 = τ2 = τ = 0.5 [s]. Here, we use the veloc-
ities (v0(0), v

est
1 (0), vest

2 (0)) = (27, 28.2, 28.35) [m/s], where
vest
1 (0) and vest

2 (0) are the estimated initial velocities of remote
vehicles based on Theorem 2, for the given delayed velocities
(v1(−τ), v2(−τ)) = (28.7, 27.85) [m/s]. Note that in this ex-
ample, the actual behaviors of remote vehicles on t ∈ [−τ, 0)
are given as u1(t) ≡ 0.6 [m/s2] and u2(t) ≡ 0.3 [m/s2] such
that the actual initial velocities v1(0) and v2(0) are the same as in
Fig. 3(a)–(b). In general, the actual behaviors of remote vehicles
during the delay time intervals may be given by any (infinitely-
many) feasible functions u1(t) and u2(t) on t ∈ [−τ, 0), and the
delayed status of remote vehicles correspond to these histories.
This again reflects the infinite-dimensional nature of time delay
systems, which makes the analysis challenging. However, this
difficulty is bypassed by the conservatism in our approach, where
the worst-case behaviors of remote vehicles are considered over
the delay intervals for any given delayed status; see Theorem 2.

We also remark that compared to Fig. 3(a)–(b), the conflict
charts under communication delays in Fig. 3(c)–(d) in fact show
a different 2D slice of the state space Ω corresponding to the
estimated initial velocities. Due to conservatism in estimating
the remote vehicles’ velocities, the 2D slice of no-conflict set
Pg in (h10, h02)-plane shrinks, while the 2D slice of uncertain
set Py expands (although Pg and Py remain the same in the 5D
state space Ω).

Now we are ready to investigate the effects of communication
delay in conflict resolution. The points Ã–D̃ in Fig. 3(c)–(d)
represent the estimated initial states xest(0) corresponding to
the actual initial states A-D in Fig. 3(a)–(b) given the commu-
nication delay τ = 0.5 [s]. The conflict analysis of cases Ã and
B̃ are shown in Fig. 4(e)–(h) for the indicated time delays. For
the same delay in the dynamics, the additional communication
delay makes the opportunity set shrink; cf. Fig. 4(a)–(d). With
both delays considered, the opportunity set vanishes for case
Ã, which corresponds to Ã being in the uncertain set Py in
Fig. 3(d). In fact, as communication delay increases, the ego
vehicle expects a shorter opportunity window for conflict-free
lane change, and smaller freedom in choosing proper front and
rear gap values to achieve the maneuver. This is summarized in
the following corollary.

Corollary 2.1: Given delay σ in the dynamics, the ego ve-
hicle’s initial status at t = 0, and the remote vehicles’ delayed
status at times t = −τ and t = −τ̃ , where 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ̃ . Let Γ and
Γ̃, and TΓ and T̃Γ be the opportunity sets and their time windows
corresponding to communication delays τ and τ̃ . Then

TΓ ⊇ T̃Γ, |Γ(t)| ≥ |Γ̃(t)|, ∀t ∈ TΓ, (23)

where Γ(t) and Γ̃(t) are slices of Γ and Γ̃ at time t.
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Fig. 6. The length of the opportunity window evaluated as a function of
communication delay τ for initial state cases A-D and different delays σ in
the dynamics of ego vehicle.

Fig. 7. (a) Length of the opportunity window while varying both delayσ in the
dynamics and communication delay τ with and without the intent information
from remote vehicles for initial state case A. (b) Contours of opportunity window
of the lower 3D surface (no-intent case).

This relationship can be shown from the fact that larger
communication delay results in more conservative estimated
initial state xest(0). Note that Γ ⊇ Γ̃ does not hold in general.
Fig. 6(a)–(b) quantify the opportunity window length |TΓ| while
varying communication delay τ for delays σ = 0 and 0.5 [s] in
the dynamics. Again, increasing communication delay results
in the shrinking of the opportunity window at a rate higher than
1, suggesting an amplified effect of communication delay. This
again contradicts the intuition that every 0.1 [s] of delay results
in 0.1 [s] degradation of the opportunity window.

The lower 3D surface in Fig. 7(a) illustrates the opportunity
window length |TΓ| as a function of delays in both dynamics and
communication for initial state case A, while Fig. 7(b) shows the
contours of |TΓ| on the (σ, τ)-plane. The contour |TΓ| = 0 gives
the critical value combinations of delays σ and τ such that the
opportunity set disappears, i.e., a conflict-free lane change is no
longer guaranteed for larger delay values. We remark that the
gradient of the 3-D surface and the critical delay combination
indeed depend on the initial states, but the qualitative behaviors
remain similar.

In summary, we extended the conflict analysis framework to
include time delays in communication by using the estimated ini-
tial state as illustrated by Theorem 2. The effects of both delays in
vehicle dynamics and communication have been quantified. The
next section introduces a V2X connectivity-enabled approach to
compensate the negative effects of time delays by utilizing the
remote vehicles’ intent information.

IV. CONFLICT ANALYSIS WITH INTENT INFORMATION

This section extends conflict analysis to the case where the
ego vehicle receives the remote vehicles’ intent information.
We show that intent sharing helps the ego vehicle to predict
more accurately the behaviors of the remote vehicles, and thus,
facilitates less conservative decision making. Intent information
is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1: Given the dynamics (1)–(2), the intent of
remote vehicle i is represented by a restricted veloc-
ity domain vi(t) ∈ [vi, vi] and acceleration (input) domain
ui(t) ∈ [ai, ai] over the time period t ∈ [ti, ti +Δti], where
vmin,i ≤ vi ≤ vi ≤ vmax,i, amin,i ≤ ai ≤ ai ≤ amax,i, and ti is
the time when this intent is generated. �

In the scenario of highway driving, for instance, an intent mes-
sage may encode the information that the remote vehicle i will
be traveling with velocity between vi = 30 and vi = 32 [m/s],
and acceleration between ai = −0.5 and ai = 0.8 [m/s2], for
the next Δti = 6 seconds. Note that Definition 1 uses constant
bounds for velocity and acceleration in intent information, but
our analysis below can be adapted to the case where these bounds
are time-varying.

As with status information, we assume that the ego vehicle re-
ceives intent information from remote vehicles in a synchronized
manner. Intent information can also have communication delay;
see Fig. 2. For example, if intent information from vehicle i is re-
ceived at time t = 0 with communication delay τi, then the time
domain where this intent remains valid is t ∈ [−τi,Δti − τi].
When intent information is received together with status infor-
mation, Theorem 2 still holds when estimating the initial state
xest(0) using

u1(t) =

{
a1, if t ∈ [−τ1,min{0,Δt1 − τ1}),
amin,1, if t ∈ [min{0,Δt1 − τ1}, 0), (24)

u2(t) =

{
a2, if t ∈ [−τ2,min{0,Δt2 − τ2}),
amax,2, if t ∈ [min{0,Δt2 − τ2}, 0), (25)

which represents the remote vehicles’ worst behaviors on the
communication delay intervals under the given intent informa-
tion. Notice that intent information leads to less conservative
estimation xest(0). Similarly, Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 still hold
when replacing u1(t) ≡ amin,1 and u2(t) ≡ amax,2 with

u1(t) =

{
a1, if t ∈ [0,max{0,Δt1 − τ1}),
amin,1, otherwise,

(26)

u2(t) =

{
a2, if t ∈ [0,max{0,Δt2 − τ2}),
amax,2, otherwise,

(27)

which correspond to the worst future motion of remote vehicles
based on the intent. Note that intent information improves the
ego vehicle’s prediction on the remote vehicles’ motions, while
the delay in the ego vehicle’s dynamics can be similarly handled
as in Theorem 1. Thus, the conflict analysis framework built in
the previous section can be still applied.

Denoting the no-conflict, uncertain, and conflict sets under
intent information as P̄g, P̄y, and P̄r, the following relationships
can be derived:

Pg ⊆ P̄g, Py ⊇ P̄y, Pr = P̄r = ∅. (28)
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Fig. 8. Conflict analysis with intent v1(t), v2(t) ∈ [27, 30] [m/s],
u1(t), u2(t) ∈ [−1, 1] [m/s2], and Δt1 = Δt2 = 5 [s]. (a)-(c) Conflict
chart and opportunity set without time delays for the same initial velocities as
in Fig. 3(a). (d)-(f) Conflict chart and opportunity set with delay in dynamics
σ = 0.5 [s] and communication delay τ = 0.5 [s]. The gray regions indicate
the corresponding opportunity sets in Fig. 4(a)–(b) and (g)–(h) without intent.

This reveals that the green no-conflict set expands and the yellow
uncertain set shrinks due to the intent; see the conflict charts in
Fig. 8(a) and (d) where the dashed green boundaries correspond
to the no-intent case in Fig. 3(a) and (d). A large portion of the
originally yellow domain converts to green, indicating the ego
vehicle’s increased confidence in deciding to change lane.

Furthermore, given the time delays, the initial status of the
ego vehicle, and the delayed status of the remote vehicles, the
opportunity set Γ̄ and the opportunity window T̄Γ under intent
information satisfy

TΓ ⊆ T̄Γ, |Γ(t)| ≤ |Γ̄(t)|, ∀t ∈ TΓ, (29)

where Γ and TΓ correspond to the no-intent case. This suggests
that an enlarged opportunity window is now accessible for the
ego vehicle because of the intent information. This is illustrated
in Fig. 8(b)–(c) for initial states A and B and in Fig. 8(e)–(f) for
initial states Ã and B̃. The gray regions mark the opportunity sets
without intent information; cf. Fig. 4(a)–(b) and (g)–(h). Notice
that with intent the opportunity set of case Ã is no longer empty,
since the enlarged green (no-conflict) set now contains the point
Ã in Fig. 8(d). The methodology developed in Section III still
enables the computation of the opportunity set Γ̄ as detailed in
Appendix B.

Fig. 9. (a) Chart showing the decision change under the same intent informa-
tion, time delays, and estimated initial velocities as in Fig. 8(d)–(f). (b) Heat
map of opportunity window expansion ΔTΓ = |T̄Γ| − |TΓ|.

Fig. 10. (a) Length of the opportunity window as a function of intent horizon
for initial state cases A-D and time delays indicated. (b) Mechanism behind the
saturation of the opportunity window.

We quantify the benefits of intent with respect to decision
making in Fig. 9. Panel (a) is obtained by superimposing the
conflict chart in Figs. 8(d) and 3(d). Regions where ego vehicle’s
decision regarding lane change changes are shaded green. The
heat map in panel (b) quantifies the growth of the opportunity
window ΔTΓ = |T̄Γ| − |TΓ| due to intent. We can observe an
ubiquitous increase of the opportunity window inside the set
P̄g, while substantial benefits are gained around the boundary
dividing the sets Pg and Py. Note that even though we used
the intent horizon Δt1 = Δt2 = 5 [s] the opportunity window
expands more than 5 [s] for some initial states. Even in the
region where the decision remains pursuing lane change, the
opportunity window increases.

The upper 3D surface in Fig. 7(a) quantifies the opportunity
window length as a function of the time delays under the intent
information for initial state case A. Apart from increasing the
value of opportunity window, intent information also reduces the
opportunity window’s degradation rate as time delays increase;
notice the milder slope of the upper surface compared to the
lower one.

In Fig. 10(a) we highlight the effect of the intent horizon
Δt1 = Δt2 = Δt on the length of the opportunity window
|T̄Γ|. Initially, the opportunity window increases with the intent
horizon with a rate higher than 1, and then eventually saturates
for higher Δt values. The first slope change at Δt ≈ 2.5 [s] cor-
responds to speed limit being reached inside the intent horizon.
The saturation of |T̄Γ| suggests that the benefit of increasing
intent horizon is bounded. This is illustrated in Fig. 10(b) where
the intent horizon Δt exceeds the length of the opportunity
window T̄Γ. We remark that for intent information with less
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restricted velocity and acceleration bounds, the opportunity win-
dow length |T̄Γ| saturates at a smaller value for shorter horizon
Δt. We also remark that in our intent definition the velocity and
acceleration bounds remain unchanged during the intent horizon
Δt. However, our theories and numerical tools can be adapted
to the case where the remote vehicles update their intent within
the Δt horizon. This is outside the scope of this paper and left
as our future work.

In this section, we extended conflict analysis for the case
when the remote vehicles’ intent is available. We showed that
intent information can significantly increase the ego vehicle’s
capability for a conflict-free maneuver and compensate for the
shrink of the opportunity set caused by time delays. Using the
theories developed so far, the next section discusses controller
design and presents simulation results to demonstrate the power
of the developed framework.

V. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND SIMULATION

In this section, a controller is designed for the ego vehicle to
secure the required longitudinal distances for a non-conflicting
lane change with time delays in both dynamics and communi-
cation. Feeding real highway data into numerical simulations,
we validate the effectiveness of the extended conflict analysis
framework and demonstrate the benefits of intent sharing.

A. Goal-Oriented Control

For x(0) ∈ Pg (or xest(0) ∈ Pg under communication delay),
we have a non-empty opportunity setΓ �= ∅ and each point in this
set (t, h02) ∈ Γ provides a feasible rear gap and a corresponding
time. Securing such rear gap simultaneously guarantees the
formation of the required front gap. Therefore, one can design
the control input u0(t) by selecting an appropriate goal point
(tG, hG

02) ∈ Γ for the ego vehicle to pursue. We refer to this as
goal-oriented control. We emphasize that the existence of such
control input u0(t) is guaranteed by the non-empty opportunity
set Γ. One may design u0(t) to realize a variety of desired
performances of the ego vehicle, e.g., optimal time efficiency
and/or energy efficiency.

From the robustness perspective, we choose the goal point
to be the “center” of the opportunity set, that is, we select tG

in the middle of TΓ and hG
02 in the middle of the slice Γ(tG);

see the black dots in Fig. 11(a) and (e). Under time delays in
both dynamics and communication, we propose a goal-oriented
control input of constant value, i.e., u0(t) = uG

0 , with which
the goal point (tG, hG

02) ∈ Γ can be pursued by the ego vehicle.
Appendix E gives the analytical expression of uG

0 . Under this
constant-value input, the expected trajectory h02(t) is illustrated
in Fig. 11(a) and (e) by gray arrows. Notice that the goal-oriented
controller automatically guarantees the invariance of domain Pg

(or P̄g when intent is shared) independent of the future motions
of remote vehicles. If the ego vehicle receives the remote vehi-
cles’ updated status and intent information, it may recompute
the opportunity set Γ, update the goal point (tG, hG

02) ∈ Γ, and
recalculate the corresponding goal-oriented control input uG

0 ;
see Fig. 11(b)–(d) and (f)–(h). Simulation results in the next
subsection demonstrate that the ego vehicle’s passenger comfort

Fig. 11. Evolution of opportunity set Γ̄, goal point, and trajectory hest
02(t)

under delay σ = 0.5 [s] in the ego vehicle’s dynamics, and communi-
cation delay τ = 0.1 [s], with intent information v1 ∈ [34.9, 36.7] [m/s],
v2 ∈ [36.5, 37.2] [m/s], u1 ∈ [−0.6, 0.4] [m/s2], u2 ∈ [−1.5, 0.5] [m/s2],
Δt1=Δt2=10 [s]. The goal-oriented controller u0(t) = uG

0 is used with
status and intent updates every 0.1 [s]. (a)-(d) Case (i) where the ego vehicle
is initially traveling behind the remote vehicles. (e)-(h) Case (ii) where the ego
vehicle is initially traveling in front of the remote vehicles.

and time efficiency can benefit from the frequent status and intent
updates.

B. Simulations With Real Highway Data

We represent the remote vehicles’ motion by utilizing real
data recorded on human-driven vehicles involved in a lane
change scenario on highway I-94 in southeast Michigan. In this
maneuver, the front remote vehicle 1 was decelerating while the
rear remote vehicle 2 was accelerating and it traveled faster than
vehicle 1; see the speed and acceleration data in Fig. 12(a)–(b)
and (d)–(e). This represents an adversarial scenario where the
two remote vehicles were shortening the distance between them;
see the gap h12 in Fig. 12(c) and (f). The ego vehicle is assumed
to be a connected automated vehicle which attempts to enter the
target lane between the remote human-driven vehicles. We con-
sider the delay in the ego vehicle’s dynamics to be σ = 0.5 [s],
while the communication delays associated with both remote
vehicles to be τ = 0.1 [s].
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TABLE II
MANEUVER RESULTS UNDER DIFFERENT V2X CONDITIONS

Fig. 12. Simulation results under the same time delays, initial states, and intent
as in Fig. 11. (a)-(c) Results for case (i). (d)-(f) Results for case (ii). The dashed
magenta curves in (b) and (e) correspond to status and intent updates every 1 [s].

At time t = 0, the remote vehicles have initial states
(r1(0), r2(0)) = (61.52, 0) [m] and (v1(0), v2(0)) = (36.46,
36.62) [m/s]. Here, without loss of generality, we set the
initial position of remote vehicle 2 as the origin. For the
ego vehicle, we consider two different initial states. In case
(i) we set r0(0) = −5.43 [m] and v0(0) = 38.57 [m/s], that
is, the ego vehicle initially travels behind the remote ve-
hicles; while in case (ii) we set r0(0) = 66.57 [m] and
v0(0) = 32.77 [m/s], that is, the ego vehicle initially trav-
els in front of the remote vehicles. Note that at t = 0 the
ego vehicle only has access to the remote vehicles’ de-
layed status (r1(−0.1), r2(−0.1)) = (57.95,−3.64) [m] and
(v1(−0.1), v2(−0.1)) = (36.46, 36.62) [m/s], and it is neces-
sary to estimate their current status based on Theorem 2. Here,
we use (vmax,0, vmax,1, vmax,2) = (42, 40, 40) [m/s] as speed
limits corresponding to highway driving, while other parameters
remain unchanged as in Table I. This adapts the conflict analysis
to the driving scenario considered.

With status-sharing information only, the estimated initial
state is such that xest(0) ∈ Py holds for both cases (i) and
(ii), and thus, status information does not provide the ego

vehicle with enough confidence for pursuing the lane change.
Therefore, the chance to change lanes may be missed if the
remote vehicles share only their status. However, the ego
vehicle’s decision can be improved when intent information is
shared. The remote vehicles’ intent can be extracted from the
data as v1(t) ∈ [34.9, 36.7] [m/s], u1(t) ∈ [−0.6, 0.4] [m/s2],
v2(t) ∈ [36.5, 37.2] [m/s], and u2(t) ∈ [−1.5, 0.5] [m/s2].
This yields the estimated initial speeds (vest

1 (0), vest
2 (0)) =

(36.4, 36.67) [m/s] and the estimated initial front and rear
gaps (hest

10(0), h
est
02(0)) = (62.03,−10.45) [m] for case (i), and

(hest
10(0), h

est
02(0)) = (−9.97, 61.55) [m] for case (ii), assuming

the intent of both vehicles covers Δt1 = Δt2 = 10 [s]. This
leads to x̄est(0) ∈ P̄g for both cases. Accordingly, the decision
of changing lane is made by the ego vehicle, and executed by
the goal-oriented controller u0(t) = uG

0 . Note that the value of
input uG

0 is updated each time the ego vehicle receives a status
and/or intent information update.

Fig. 11(a)–(d) illustrate the evolution of opportunity set Γ̄,
the goal point (tG, hG

02) ∈ Γ̄, and the trajectory hest
02(t) (magenta

curve) with status and intent updates in every 0.1 [s] for case
(i). Panels (e)–(h) show the corresponding evolution for case
(ii). Notice that when intent is updated, its horizon is extended,
but the bounds of velocity and acceleration do not change. At
t = 8.4 [s] and t = 6.4 [s] for cases (i) and (ii), respectively, the
required rear gap (and front gap) are already formed by the ego
vehicle. This can be confirmed by noticing that (t, hest

02(t)) ∈ Γ̄
holds, and thus,x(t) ∈ Pg holds according to (22). Then, the ego
vehicle can initiate the lateral lane change motion immediately
without further pursuing the goal point. Thus, goal point is
functioning as a guidance for the motion of ego vehicle until
sufficient relative distances are formed, while it is not necessary
to actually reach it.

Fig. 12(a)–(b) and (d)–(e) depict the ego vehicle’s time
profiles by solid red curves for update rates 0.1 [s] and 1 [s],
respectively. Notice that when the ego vehicle receives status
and intent updates less frequently, conflict-free lane change can
still be performed but the required front and rear distances are
secured at a later time, at t = 9.0 [s] and t = 7.0 [s] for cases
(i) and (ii), respectively. Also, less smooth control command is
prescribed as shown in the dashed red curves,. Therefore, by
receiving updated status and intent information frequently, the
ego vehicle can significantly improve its time efficiency and
passenger comfort. Table II summarizes these results.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a conflict analysis framework for multi-
ple vehicles possessing different levels of automation in cooper-
ative maneuvering, under time delays in vehicle dynamics and
V2X communication. The merits of communication in conflict
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prevention were examined in the presence of delays by conduct-
ing conflict analysis. In particular, we considered status-sharing
and intent-sharing communication. The effects of time delays
on conflicts in a mixed-autonomy environment were systemat-
ically studied and quantified. It was revealed that conflict-free
maneuvers can be facilitated by receiving status information,
but time delays can compromise such opportunities. It was also
shown that receiving intent information compensates the effects
of delays, removes the conservatism from decision making,
and improves efficiency of controllers of connected vehicles. A
goal-oriented controller was designed for a connected automated
vehicle to guarantee conflict-free maneuvers, and the benefits
of different types of V2X information exchange were demon-
strated via real highway data-based simulations. It is shown
that receiving the remote vehicles’ status and intent information
more frequently further benefits the passenger comfort and time
efficiency of the connected automated vehicle.

As future work, we will use more detailed models of vehicle
dynamics and optimize the goal-oriented controllers based on
different metrics such as time, energy efficiency, and passenger
comfort. Moreover, we plan to experimentally validate the de-
veloped conflict analysis framework using real vehicles, while
implementing intent-sharing communication on commercially
available radios. Other extensions of the work include exploring
cooperative maneuvers where planned paths and specific con-
trol laws (control structures and parameters) are agreed upon
between connected vehicles prior to execution. This will allow
us to extend our framework to higher levels of cooperation.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

(⇒). The left hand side of (13) implies that for
(u1, u2) ≡ (amin,1, amax,2), one has∃u0, ∃t ≥ 0, h10(t)≥sF ∧
h02(t)≥sR. Therefore, h12(t) = h10(t) + h02(t) + l ≥ sF +
sR + l, implying that t ∈ T is satisfied by such t.

(⇐). The right hand side of (13) implies that for
(u1, u2) ≡ (amin,1, amax,2), one has ∃u0, P . Let u∗

0 and t∗ be an
inputu0 and a time t such thath10(t

∗)≥sF∧ h02(t
∗)≥sR under

(u1, u2) ≡ (amin,1, amax,2). For (u1, u2) �≡ (amin,1, amax,2),
even largerh10 andh02 values are generated by the same inputu∗

0

at t∗, that is, h10(t
∗)≥sF∧ h02(t

∗)≥sR still holds. Therefore,
∀u1, ∀u2, ∃u0, P .

APPENDIX B
ANALYTICAL FORMS OF δ(t), hmin

02 (t), AND hmax
02 (t)

With status information only, one has δ(t) = r∗1(t)− r∗2(t)−
sF − 2 l, where

r∗1(t) = g(r1(0), v1(0), amin,1, vmin,1, vmax,1, t), (30)

r∗2(t) = g(r2(0), v2(0), amax,2, vmin,2, vmax,2, t), (31)

and the function g(r(0), v(0), a, vmin, vmax, t) is defined as
i) For a > 0,

g(r(0), v(0), a, vmin, vmax, t)

=

{
r(0)+v(0)t+ 1

2at
2 if t ≤ (vmax−v(0))

a ,

r(0)− (vmax−v(0))2

2a + vmaxt otherwise,

(32)

ii) For a = 0,

g(r(0), v(0), a, vmin, vmax, t) = r(0) + v(0)t, (33)

iii) For a < 0,

g(r(0), v(0), a, vmin, vmax, t)

=

{
r(0)+v(0)t+ 1

2at
2 if t ≤ (vmin−v(0))

a ,

r(0)− (vmin−v(0))2

2a + vmint otherwise,

(34)

and hmin
02 (t) = r∗0(t)− r∗2(t)− l, hmax

02 (t) = r∗0(t)− r∗2(t)− l,
where

r∗0(t)=
{̃
g(r0(0), v0(0), t) if t ≤ σ,
g(r0(σ),v0(σ), amin,0, vmin,0, vmax,0, t−σ) otherwise,

(35)

r∗0(t)=
{̃
g(r0(0), v0(0), t) if t ≤ σ,
g(r0(σ),v0(σ), amax,0, vmin,0, vmax,0, t−σ) otherwise,

(36)

g̃(r0(0), v0(0), t)= r0(0) + v0(0)t+

∫ t

0

∫ t̄

0

sat(u(t̃− σ))dt̃dt̄,

(37)

r0(σ) = g̃(r0(0), v0(0), σ), (38)

v0(σ) = v0(0) +

∫ σ

0

sat(u(t̃− σ))dt̃. (39)

Note that for t ∈ [0, σ], u(t− σ) represents the control com-
mand history of the ego vehicle, and thus, is a given deterministic
function.

Under remote vehicles’ intent, one shall calculate δ(t),
hmin
02 (t), and hmax

02 (t) in a similar way utilizing the previously
given formulae, where r∗1(t) and r∗2(t) need to be updated as

r∗1(t)

=

{
g(r1(0), v1(0), a1, v1, v1, t) if t ≤ Δt1,
g(r∗1(Δt1),v

∗
1(Δt1), amin,1, vmin,1, vmax,1, t−Δt1) otherwise,

(40)

r∗2(t)

=

{
g(r2(0), v2(0), a2, v2, v2, t) if t ≤ Δt2,
g(r∗2(Δt2),v

∗
2(Δt2), amax,2, vmin,2, vmax,2, t−Δt2) otherwise,

(41)

where v∗1(Δt1) = max{v1(0) + a1Δt1, v1} and v∗2(Δt2) =
min{v2(0) + a2Δt2, v2}.

Notice that under communication delay, one needs to replace
r1(0), v1(0), r2(0), and v2(0) in (30), (31), (40), and (41) with
their estimated values based on Theorem 2.
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

If Γ �= ∅, then according to the definition of Γ in (14),
under (u1, u2) ≡ (amin,1, amax,2), one has ∃u0, ∃t ∈ T, sR ≤
h02(t) ≤ δ(t). Substituting δ(t)=h12(t)− sF − l gives
h02(t) ≤ h12(t)− sF − l, i.e., sF ≤ h10(t). These and
Lemma 1 yield x(0) ∈ Pg.

If Γ = ∅, then under (u1, u2) ≡ (amin,1, amax,2), one has
∀u0(t), ∀t ∈ T,¬{sR ≤ h02(t) ≤ δ(t)}, i.e., ¬{h10(t)≥sF ∧
h02(t)≥sR}. Also, ∀t /∈ T one still obtains ¬{h10(t)≥
sF ∧ h02(t)≥sR}. Therefore, for (u1, u2) ≡ (amin,1, amax,2),
∀u0,¬P . This yields x(0) /∈ Pg.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

By noting that xest(0) ∈ Pg is equivalent to {u1(t) ≡
amin,1, t ∈ [−τ1, 0], u2(t) ≡ amax,2, t ∈ [−τ2, 0], ∀u1(t), t >

0,∀u2(t), t > 0,∃u0(t), t > 0, P}, P̃g =⇒ xest(0) ∈ Pg is
obvious based on the definition of P̃g in (17).

If xest(0) ∈ Pg holds, let u∗
0 and t∗ be an input u0 and a time t

such that the proposition P holds, i.e., h10(t
∗)≥sF∧ h02(t

∗)≥
sR. Then, ∀u1(t) �≡ amin,1, t ∈ [−τ1, 0], ∀u2(t) �≡ amax,2, t ∈
[−τ2, 0], at time t∗ even larger h10 and h02 values are obtained
by the same input u∗

0, that is, h10(t
∗)≥sF∧ h02(t

∗)≥sR still
holds. Thus, P̃g ⇐= xest(0) ∈ Pg. These give (20).

On the other hand, (21) is obtained from (20) by
noting that P̃y = ¬P̃g ∧ ¬P̃r = ¬P̃g ∧ True = ¬P̃g and
xest(0) ∈ Py ⇐⇒ xest(0) /∈ Pg.

These complete the proof of Theorem 2.

APPENDIX E
GOAL-ORIENTED CONTROLLER uG

0

Given a goal point (tG, hG
02) ∈ Γ (or Γ̄), we have

uG
0 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2(sG−(tG−σ)v0)

(tG−σ)2
, if sG ∈ [

(tG−σ)(v0+vmin,0)
2 ,

(tG−σ)(v0+vmax,0)
2 ],

f1(v0, t
G, sG), if sG ∈ [0,

(tG−σ)(v0+vmin,0)
2 ],

f2(v0, t
G, sG), otherwise.

(42)

Here, v0 represents v0(σ) given in (39), and sG represents the
distance that the ego vehicle shall travel for t > σ to form the
rear gap hG

02 at tG considering the remote vehicle 2’s worst-case
behavior. Thus, sG = r∗2(t

G)− r0(σ) + hG
02 + l for the r∗2(·) in

(31) or (41) depending on whether intent of remote vehicle 2 is
available, and r0(σ) in (38).

f1(v0, t
G, sG) =

⎧⎨
⎩

2(sG−(tG−σ)v0)

(tG−σ)2
, if amin,0 ≥ vmin,0−v0

tG−σ
,

(v0−vmin,0)
2

2((tG−σ)vmin,0−sG)
, otherwise,

(43)

f2(v0, t
G, sG) =

⎧⎨
⎩

2(sG−(tG−σ)v0)

(tG−σ)2
, if amax,0 ≤ vmax,0−v0

tG−σ
,

(v0−vmax,0)
2

2((tG−σ)vmax,0−sG)
, otherwise.

(44)

Notice that in (42), we divide uG
0 into three cases to deal with

the speed saturation of the ego vehicle as it travels distance sG

during the time interval (σ, tG].
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